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Ta develop an, ~~ 'antibody to be used in local immunotherapy of cancer based
on a fury human antibody • by increasing the affin~#y/potency _ __ . .from 1.7 nM t~
below 4.1 nM.

A ~ higY~ a~fnity antibody for local immuno~h~r~py of cancer was dive{oiled
~, a I~IYI I WIr1t antibody arigir~ating from a human antibody libra

Fire molecular libraries were designed based on the sequence and structure ~. These
libraries contained restricted variability at speck posit~ans ar random variability covering the
entire variable: sequence. From. these libraries, an initial seie~tion round using phage display
was made to enrich 'binders with moderate and high atfinify.
the enriched rno(ecular libraries uvere then recam~ined wing FlNQ~'~', 7'he resuiti~g F1~1D-
iibrar~ contained recombined sequences frames iers origina#'sng from all the staring
libraries. This Fi1~D-library was subjected to several rounds o~ phage sel~ctior~ with
increasing stringency. From these selection rounds approximately '10,000 individual cones
were screened in a concentration independent affinity ELISA. Tie top ~ D0 clones wire
selected and screened i~ Biacore and in an in ultra funct~o~al assay and ranked based on
protein behavior. The fop '1 d clones went further to hit-~o-(ead, where protein behavior,
affinity, in ultra efficacy a nd potency were analyzed in mare defaif. ADS-~ Q13 was
chosen based on the tesu}#s from this process. Finally, dif€er~~t Fc-forma€ was ~vaivated,
and it was decided to use #h~ common gamma heavy chain for AE C-1U~3.

In conclusion the lead optimization using FIND resulted in a drug candcdate exceeding the
established goofs for the project
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